Albinspekt Tariffs
1. Tariffs for inspection/certification services according to national standards
Services offered

Cost (ALL) / Unit

Unit

20.000

Per day1

30.000

Per day

6.000

Per day

Inspection (Organic Regulation)
(Preparation for Inspection; onsite inspection and
report/s writing)

Inspection Halal
(Preparation for Inspection; onsite inspection and
report/s writing)

Travel cost

travel time


transport provided with Albinspekt ‘s vehicle



transport through public transportation

35

Per kilometre

Actual market costs

transport invoice



Sampling

20.000

Per day



Retroactive Recognition

20.000

For day

Certification (Organic Regulation)

20.000

Per day

Certification Halal

30.000

Per day

2.000

For certificate

Actual market cost

Soil / Plants / Products

Product certificate
(for each additional original certificate demanded;
including the publishing on the web)

Tests / Analyses
Administration

5 % of the total amount
1.000

Accommodation, food expenses, etc
for the inspector/s

3 % of the total amount

For any postponing of the fixed
inspection date

Additional costs

Note:

VAT is not included in the above tariffs.

2. Tariffs for inspection/certification services according to international
standards2

Services offered

Cost (EUR) / Unit

Time unit

Tariffs for inspection service (AOS, bi-OS, NOP, Bio Suisse)
Inspection
(Preparation for Inspection; onsite inspection; written
of report/s)

Travel cost

travel time


transport provided with Albinspekt ‘s vehicle



transport through public transportation

Sampling
Tests / Analyses
Retroactive Recognition

300

Per day

60

Per day

0.25

Per kilometre

Actual market costs

transport invoice

300

Per day

Actual market cost

Soil / Plants / Products

300

For day

Actual market cost

Accommodation, food expenses, etc.
for the inspector/s

3 % of the total amount

For any postponing of the fixed
inspection date

Additional costs

1

A working day is calculated on 8 working hours.
Note: These are the tariffs for Albinspekt services. For Bio Suisse standard, the certification is done by bio.inspecta. In this case,
the client will receive two invoices: Albinspekt will issue an invoice for the inspection service and bio.inspecta will issue the invoice
for the certification service.
2
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Tariffs for certification service
Albinspekt Organic Standard
Certification

300

Per day

30

Per certificate

300

Per day

300

Per day

30

Per certificate

100

Per operator

300

Per day

30

Per certificate

200

Per year

Certification

300

Per day

Label fee

100

Per year

Product certificate
(for each additional original certificate demanded;
including the publishing on the web)

Issuing of Certificate
(transaction)

of

inspection

(issued from Albinspekt)

bi-OS
Certification
Product certificate
( for each additional original certificate demanded;
including the publishing on the web)

Label fee

NOP
Certification
Product certificate
( for each additional original certificate demanded;
including the publishing on the web)

Label fee

Bio Suisse

Administration
(applied to the total of invoice)
Note:

10 % e of total sum

VAT is not included in the above tariffs.
Invoice issued for the service is issued in “Lek” and “EUR” currencies

The certificate of bi-OS, NOP and Bio Suisse are issued by bio.inspecta, but local price
according to this tariff list are directly offered and invoiced by Albinspekt.

3. Tariffs for inclusion in the Positive List of Albinspekt
The tariff for registering in the list shall consist:
Application fee for inputs 30’000 ALL. The valid time for listed input is 2 years
Application fee for seeds 30’000 ALL. The valid time for listed seed is 2 years.
The renewal of valid time for inputs and seeds is 5000 ALL.
Plus additional costs:

the working days as based on the Albinspekt fee (see above),
 extra laboratory analysis, etc as per the actual market price.

4. Other costs
4.1 Additional inspection
If there is need for an additional inspection (announced or unannounced) the tariffs will depend
on the time and costs needed to conduct it (daily fee plus travel expenses plus analyses). The
additional inspections are conducted based on the sanctions granted from the certifier, planning of
further investigations as result of serious non-compliances with the standards, doubts for use of nonallowed substances, etc.
4.2 Sampling
Sampling will be charged as per the fees defined in the tables above, for the working days spent.
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Sampling will be carried out in accordance to Albinspekt policy (in case of doubts, in case clients
demand, etc).
4.3 Additional costs

For accommodation, travel expenses and food as caused from the inspection process
(hotel, travel tickets, per diem, etc);

For the postponing of the inspection date: as per Albinspekt procedures, the inspection
date is fixed between the inspector and operator, prior conducting the inspection. In cases
when this date is changed or postponed, without a reasonable justification, the client will be
charged additional 3% of the total amount of the offer issued.
4.4 Withdrawal cost

If the client withdraws from certification scheme after the inspection is conducted, the costs
for inspection and certification arisen until withdrawal will be charged.
4.5 Issuing “Certificate of inspection for import” according to EEC 834/2007
For each consignment of certified organic products into the EU countries, there is need of a “certificate
of inspection for import” (or the so called “transaction certificate”). This certificate makes possible the
free movement of goods within the European Union. Please contact Albinspekt for more information
on the procedure of issuing of the “Certificate of inspection”. The fee for this service is included in
point 2 of the document.
4.6 Appeal of a certification decision
Each operator has the right to appeal a certification decision that is not agree with. Payment for
appeals will be as below:
-

40ꞌ000 lek to be paid by the operator if the appeal is not accepted by Appeal Committee and
the certification decision is not changed
20ꞌ000 lek to be paid by the operator if the appeal is accepted partially and the certification
decision changes partially
If the appeal is fully accepted the operator does not pay.
If additional verifications / inspections or analyzes are required from the Appeals Committee,
the costs are covered by the operator who appealed the decision.

5. Other services
For any other services offered by Albinspekt, the daily fee is 300 EUR per day, excluding VAT. For
more information on different services offered by Albinspekt please visit www.albinspekt.com

6. Offer for the services

3

After receipt of a demand for services from Albinspekt, Albinspekt can provide the client with an offer
for the service (which is adapted to distance, size of unit, type of activity, etc).



The operator is registered in the system after prepayment 70 % of the offer.
Albinspekt reserves the right to ask for a prepayment of 100 % of the offer issued in specific
cases.

Please keep in mind that the cost of the service depends on the preparation of the
operator for the inspection process.

7. Payment modality

The payment will be done according to the invoice issued by Albinspekt.

The amount reflected in the invoice may differ from the offer, because it reflects the real costs.

The total payment or the remaining payments for the service shall be paid within 30 days of
receipt of invoice.

For any bank transfer that reflects the payment of the costs of the service, the transfer cost
3

Note: Please be informed that the offer does not reflect the real cost of the service. The offer is used only to give an approximate
cost for the service for the service demanded.
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shall be covered by the client (sender of the transfer). In case that the transfer costs are
divided, Albinspekt will charge the difference in the following invoices.

8. Changes of the Tariff list
The operator will be informed on the changes in the tariffs in electronic form through email, website
or in mail form. For the updated version of the tariffs list please visit www.albinspekt.com.

Note: This document is valid from 01.01.2020 and is valid until 31.12.2021. Albinspekt reserves the
right to update it during this time.
Please, be informed that prior application for certification, you have to contact Albinspekt for the last
version of the tariffs.

Albinspekt bank account details are as follows:

Beneficiary / Përfituesi : ALBINSPEKT BIO.INSPECTA SHPK
Banka Kombëtare Tregtare (BKT)
IBAN EUR: AL55 2051 1313 0029 04CL PRCF EURA
IBAN ALL: AL60 2051 1313 0029 04CL PRCL ALLT
Albinspekt Acc Nr. 431 002 904
SWIFT CODE : NCBAALTX
BIC CODE : 20511021
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